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The evolution of the toy
is exemplified by this
vintage mail truck, circa
1920, and a modem amuse- .
ment-tbeetectronic game.Consumers
In Toyland;
Playing It Safe
by janicePavlic
HRISTMASIs LESS than two
weeks away, and Boise toy i
_____ stores are swarming with shop-
pers attempting to select the proper toys for
the children on their lists. Over half the.
I~~~;;l~~n2~;i~~~t~~~~r>~~I~:S~
stacked with a variety of toys, from the
most simple, traditional rag doll to the
more expensive and sophisticated video
games and computers.
Last week, the' Consumer Affairs
Committee of. the Americans for Demo-
cratic Action published a list. of what it
deemed to be the safest, most dangerous,
and "most disgusting" toys on the market.
Amongthe toys the commiu~e_.endorsed
Continued topage 6 - .
turn the tables on over a decade of ardent function, or condition' of dependency,
policizing by both movements. Addition-. including their unborn offspring at every
ally, current congressional analysis reveals stage of their biological development.
that strong right to life representation has Section 2. No unborn person shall be
been successfullyengineered. . deprived of life by any person: provided,
One of the most popular is the "Human however, that nothing' in this article shall.
Life Federalism Amendment," SJR 110, prohibit a' law permitting only those
sponsored. by Senator Orrin Hatch medicalprocedures required to prevent the
(R-Utah) which states: '. . . deathof the mother.
"A right to abortion is not secured by "Section 3. Congress and the several
this Constitution. The Congress and the States shall have the power to enforce this
several States shall have the conc\Jrrentarticle by appropriate legislation within
power to restrict and prohibit abortions, their respectivejurisdlctions;"
provided: that a law of a State ismore The "Helms/Hyde Statute," S.158,
,restrictive than' a law of. Congress shall Ispo.nsored..'by Senator .Jesse Helms
govern/'. .' . '.' (R-N.C.)ai\<! Representative Henry Hyde
:Another is the "Paramount HLA, ". (R-Ill.) states:' _.
SJRI9, sponsored by Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) "The Congress finds that present .day:
which states: . '. '. '. . scientific evidence indicates a. significant
"The paramount right to life is vested in likelihood that actual human life exists
each human being from the moment of from conception.....· ,
ferfilizationwithout regard to age, health; S..158 theIire-interpretsthe'14th
or condition of dependency." -' Amendment, .s'aying"Hwnatl life shalt be
The following HLAhas been endorsed deemed to exist from conception, without
by the National Right to Life Committee -regard to.racersex, age;health,defeC4or
since1974. It is also co-sponsored by Idaho condition of dependency.' :'..
SenatorsJames McClure and SteveSyrilms. . Lower-federalcourts would be pre~ented
. SJR)7, sponsored by Senator Jake.Garn from tampering with any state or locallaw
lIB IMMEDIACY OF. the abortion. , '(R-(Jtah) states: , .: . ': . . thatprohibits or limits abortion if this bill
controversy focus~sharply on "seetion.1·d~ithr:.es~to_theri8ht to passed.' -. -..• .... _ ,," .... " .'
the proposed.auman: Life Iife,theworperson,as used in this" 'The~'HumariLife" bi1l,hearings began
Amendments'(HLAS);', ' The'. article and in' the fifth and fourteenth'
'. '" ' .. passage of anyone liLA won't articles of amen'dmentto the Constitution .. ,Co.ntinuediopage 5·'
'elear'upth'e devisivenessof the rightto life o{theUnitedStates applles to all 'hu'man
.and pro-<:it0icecanips,but, itwiU, ineffect,.: beings, irrespe,cthe .ol agc,·,!lcalt~.,
The' Abortion
Dilemma:
Part II
Whose
;....
Right To
"-'~"'Choose:?
by Janice' Pavlic
, ThisweekThe Abortion DiiemmaPart
II: Whose Right (0 .Choose, addresses the
potentia/social and economic impacts Of·
. illegalizedabortion, its ejjeciupon women
and tactics used by the riglftto lifeqnd
.pro-choice movements ito .jurtlier their
causes.. '..
".\
Music. Anc;llots of it. That's what Budget Tapes and
Records is all about.. .
.Discover our everyday low prices and friendly service.
Ifwe don't have Just the Musio you want, we'll gladly ,
order it for you.
The Musio place you w~nt isJust around the oorner.
~"
~
•
• , Glvethellittl
ofmuslc. ,J
ti
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We've Got Your Song. And more.
OPEN M-F, 11-9 Sat., 11-7 Sun., 1-6
J
r
" I
I,
t ;
Offervalid only to Idaho slate residents.
$19°Refund
on the Coors Holiday12-PackJ
Please send my $1.0p refund to; .
Address'_' ~...:_ _ __'___'__~ _
City, ." Slate, . . Zlp,--,-__,_ __
Enclosed lathe UPC symbQl (the boxed-In linea) from the bottom 0.' one Coors Premium Holiday
12-Pack, phi a salea receipt. Void where prohibited. Relsllera of Coors, wholeselers end their employees
ere nolallg1ble lor thla oller. Please allow a'. weeka lor delivery. Retun;l DeadIIIM. Postmark J.une18•.
1982.oirer gOod willie Coon Pnmlum HolldQ il·Pac .. 'aet.Llmll.lWO refund a per person.
Mall thla coupon w1.thprool 01purchaselo: Idaho Holiday Oller, P.O.Box 3100,Lake FOrest. IIlInola,80045.
. 'Taste the HighCoun:try~
. .. '," '"-, - ',' ,"-',' .. ', ,', .. - : ,','.,',' ;.-..
,~
'"~~[)I()I .A~~ Christ",}as Bouquet.
- .' - - SpeCIals I
"
t=L()W~l?\ '
.'. 342 5546 4846 EMERALD STREET
. - BOISE, IDAHO 83705
(
.i
~~
• SOUP
$ SALAD
• SANDWICHES
o DEER'
• WINE
• SODA
Monday • 'l'hunday
3 p. to Close
auy ofte Largo sandwich
and get a pitcher of
Boer for only $IOG
1/2 Block So. of University on Broadway
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 10 pm
FrI-5at 10:30 am to 11pm
,SUnday 10:30 om to 7 pm
.LET'YOURSELFGO
DOWNHILL,
( or even cross country)
··CLASSES 'AVAiLABlE FOR All
"ABILITIES
-.
101
J '
learn to ski
bogus" basin
. boise, idaho
. L:·
.~,. -'
PE 191-001 (1 Cr) -Thurs 3-5:30 (ALPINE)
PE 191-002 (I ~R)· Fri6-8:30 (Alpine)
PE 194-001 (I CR) - Sun 2-4:30 (Nordic)
*$40 instructor's fee payable to Bogus Basin
-Lift tickets for class included-
-Full day tickets available to
enrolled students at a reduced rate-
Ski equipment rental available at Bogus Basin McU's
Bus transportation leaves from '. . '
B1impies parking lot at:
; ;
."
-' ..
,,!
$3.00 - one way 8:45 a.m, 12:15 p.m.
$5.00 - roundtrip 4:15, p.m. 6:15p.m.
REGISTERFQR GLASSES ON
JANUARY 13-'
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 385 - 1570.
_.,;'
....~. '.
�You May Already
, BeA Soldier
Military recruiters now have in their
hands the best possible prospect list they
could hope to find. According to U.S.
News and World Report, a bill just signed
i into law authorizes the selective service to
j release to recruiters the names and
! addresses of all draft registrants. U.S.
i News& World Report, December 14.
;No Longer Enemies
Things definitely have changed in
Washington: the Environmental
Protection Agency says it wants to be
friends withthe oil companies. Sonia
Crow, the new Western Regional
, Administrator of the EPA told a meeting of
, oil industry executives that they're no ,
,. longer viewed "as adversaries who are out,
to hurt the environment." In fact,
j Crow-who was appointed to the post two
: months ago after heading the "California
, Armenians for Reagan"--invited the
i executives to pass along suggestions on how
j the EPA could better serve the oil industry. '
"The door is open," Crow told the oilmen,
"take advantage of it." Los Angeles
" Times, December4. ..
Immoral Dictionary __
It finally happened: one of the nation's
'largest school systems has banned
Webster's dictionary because it contains
obscene words. Texas Education
Commissioner Raymond Bynum says state
law requires him to remove any book that
contains the seven words which once landed
, comedian George Carlin before the
upreme Court in a11obscenity case. The
"big seven" are listed in
erriam-Webster'szvew Collegiate
icttonary, so Bynum says thebook is out.
'or now, the ruling means no new'
ictionaries in Texas High School senior
nglish classes. Dallas Times-Herald,
ovember8.
uclear War Inevitable
The American scientist who developed
he idea of the neutron bomb 25 years ago
[ays a nuclear waris "inevitable" by the
'ear 2000. Dr. Damuel Cohen told the West
erman edition of Playboy Magazine that '
vars are'partofhuman nature, which
',rovidewhat he called "a release from
lensions. " The nuclear physicist also
, efended the neutron bomb,saying it was
esigned to kill soldiers while sparing
:ivilians. But he criticized American
iuclear policy as unrealistic because it is
iasedon killing civilians and destroying the
''nemy's social structures.
roxic Shock Litigation
1 Proctor and Gamble, the target of
awsuits charging it~ "Rely" tampons were
'esponsible for toxic shock syndrome; is
,(, ittiJig back by questioning victims about
,;; ho:irsexual habits. The company has
" 'otified lawyers forthe plaintiffs that
{;;f ey'll be asked how often and ~herq they
ad sexual intercourse before contracting
;\~', e disease, as well as the number of their,
L :' xual partners, An attorneyfor five of the
;': omen calls that an attempt"to smear,
,I tern with sexual implications," but a-
I>mpanyattomeysays the answers will be
sedto prove the disease "results from "
. I~xualintercourse during menstruation;
. ~d not the use of tampons." , " "
~:, STo Stop Free Advic~
;, ; In what could be a boon to H&R Block
; '; , d other tax preparation services; the
" I-agan administration is talking about ,. ,
~ minatingthe IRS'sJree tax-advice service
:. t1scal 1983., Treasury Department and, '
l' , " ", '. '.
J' Idget officials areln favor of scfappmg,
• j' '_ ,eservice, which offers fr~e advtceto
-' , 1Il0nsof taXpayers everYyear. But the
'vecouldencounter strong oPl'ositionin
ngress, where critics charge it Isanother
IJ1pleof the adntinistration's attemptto,
ke the poor b,ear the brunt of budget '
s. Newsweek. DecemberJ4;. '"
When the Idaho State.legislative session
opens January 9, issues covered will
concentrate on the budget and re-
apportionment; according. to House and'
'Senate majority and minority leaders.' ,
House majority leader, Ralph Olmstead
(R-T.win Falls Co.) and House minority'
leader, Melvin Hammond, (D-Fremont and
MadisonCo.)(Rexburg) agreed that the
rough road ahead is paved with budget
bumps and detours.
According to Olmstead, "there will be
very few proposals on economic expendi- ,
tures" due to the current economic
recession. Olmstead saidthat in past years,
the.legislative process has concentrated in
different areas, such as re-organization,
land use', kindergartens, and right to work.
"But this year.the emphasis will be on the
budget," he said. '
Last year's re-organization aim was' to
eliminate programs rather than cripple
them,a plan implimented. by Governor
Evans; Amongjhe programs 'eliminated
were theAir and Water Quality Bureaus. '
Now the EPA is doing all monitoring in the
State. ' ,
The issues to be dealt with, Olmstead
said., "spread across the board," but
Health and Welfare lind Education will be
the most important ones, he said.
As for conservation issues Olmstead
said, "We don't foresee any changes, no
big action legislatively on those matters--
the (conservation movement's) momentum
has waned." The momentum .behind 'the
re-instatement of the Water Quality Bureau
and the Air Quality Program,' eliminated
last year in the re-organization process,
may come up if conservationists can force
the topic to the' surface of the legislative
pool., .
Olmstead, self-avowedly, is a Reagan-
, omics man, and, predicts a "revitalization"
of the Idahoecononiy: "I believe in the
, Reagan economic program. With it we will
see a revitalization of the Idaho economy.
Happy days will be here again," he said.
This, coming year will be another of
, "belt-tightening" because tax legislation is
"not likely to occur". "Since', this is..an
election year, and budget is' apart of the
legislative process, it is unlikely that tax
legislation will occur-vthat means another
year of belt tightening," Olmstead said.
The' House Minority leader, Melvin
Hammond, agrees with Olmstead that there
will be no tax legislation. and there will be
little revenue to work with in the legislature
this session. .
A center of Idaho legislation, the House
Chambers. Photo ~y Brad Kurtz.
"There isn't any question that financing
the state government will be the main' issue
in the legislature-money is going to be very
short," he said.
Whereas most of the- money, that goes.'
-into the general, fund is earmarked for
education-on the average 70 cents of every
ASBSU Conflict Continues'
dollar--Hammond said that the education
programs have been reduced to the limit.
He said that the federal grant money going
into state education programs has been cut
back 25 percent.
Phil Eastman, BSU -mathematics pro-
fessor and member of the faculty Senate
also thinks that education has been
trimmed to the quick. "Some people feel
there's "alot of fat in the university
system-vbut the truth is, there is very
Iittle ... It is very difficult to make the money
go round to all the state 'agencies, so the
first thing to get cut is education," which
according to Eastman, is the biggest prime
, target, the sitting duck.
Eastman sees the legislature's revenue
problems as a direct result of the lack of
revenue generated from taxes.
"The problem with the State of Idaho is
that we just don't have a lot of revenue. I
think that the way to increase revenue is to
increase the sales tax, say by 2 percent, and
earmark that revenue for education.
Nobody has the guts to come out and .say
we need a tax increase, but as difficult as
these taxes seem for everyone to bear, we
have some of the lowest taxes in the U.S .",
Eastman lived and taught in Illinois,
where, he said, taxes were much higher.
Minority Senate Leader Ron Twilegar
also said that re-apportionment will be high
on the list' of priorities this session.
Twilegar explained the misconceptions
behind that buzzword, 'cut': "This year
requests for funding of certain programs
are about $530 million, while the actual
incoming revenue is $463-$472 million."
According to Twilegar; the descrepancy of
the two figures is the reason behind the cry
of 'cut';' The approved budget for FY
1981-1982 is $422.3 million.
From the House to the Senate, Idaho's
legislature agrees on two things: money will
be extremely tight in the legislative budget,
but any further revenue won't come from'
taxes.
by Tom Fish
The ASBSU Senate is again entangled in senators decided to investigate the ASBSU '
charge and counter-charge while repre- financial records. President' Pro Tern
manded with seemingly little effect: 'Deanna Gibler tabulated' Lcfteroff's
At the December 9 Senate meeting, records, which she received. from his
Senator Tod Barnes stood and strolled, secretary." Gibler states that she found a
pointing hIS finger at Senator .Terry Ratliff $20,000 discrepancy between, the, records
and saying he was making "formal and the monthly financial report.
complaints for the violation of a federal 'Senators Deanna Gibler; Helen Holt;
law" and the student Code of Conduct" Robert Rounds, Lisa Bivens, and Terry,
'concerning harassment. Barnes said to Ratliff.then approached Dr, DavidTaylor,
Ratliff, "Mr. Ratliff, L'suggest you call a Vice-President of Student Affairs.
lawyer." 'Through Dr. Taylor the senators inspected
Barnes said that Ratliff had, looked at his the BSU Administration 's .computer
academic records without permission in print-out records 'at the Comptrollers
violation of a federal law (Family 'office.
Educational Rights and Privacy Act). These records s"owedonly a "few
Barnes 'also read from the Student hundred dollars discrepancy,'~saidSenator
Handbook stating that "any practice by an Gibler. According to Gibler, the delay in
individual" that' "embarrasses or- de- recording budget figures accounted for the
grades" another individUal, or interferes $20,000 discrepancy in Lefteroff!s bookS.
with his "pursuit of an education" is At the December 9 SeJiate meeting,.
prohibited. Barnes said that Ratliff "has ASBSU President Tony Lund reprimanded
embarrassed me greatly .. " the seriate for "backbiting, name calling,
, , Senator Ratliff has' said that he, had you name it-~this senate has ;done iV' He
inspected oruythat informationconsider:ed 'mentioned the looking at ,"confidential
pubUcbY,the university asstlited· in the ,records" and the'~vigilarite committee" of
,Student Handbook.: In a letter to the senate 'senatorsinvestiBating the ASBSU financial
and, ASBSU officers, Ratliff said' that he
only inspected the informationugiveri, to '
me upon request/· ... ,"In no •way 'did I ,
d~ain, ,"embarrass _,'or degrade Senator.'
Barnes" nor "interfere with his jmrsuitof:
education.", '
Tod Barnes is a senator from the School
of~ucation. As a result ,of. his,' iriquiJ'Y,
Senator Ratliff filed a coinplilint with the
,Election 'Committee concerning Bames~,'
status as School of Education Senator. The
Election. Cominittee \Vas not ' aVailable for' ,
comml::nt., .
Also Of issue is the actions of five '+I~-"'"
.Sl::natorsona "fact finding mission'"
,'FoUowinga heated, discussion between
Sl::nator Helen Holt (involved Yiith,the '
Committee, to Unseat Lund· and Lefteroff)
, 'and 'l" ••er senators 'with A.SBSUTreasurer'
Tracy 'Lefteroff '"at a' .caucus ,','meeting "
. concerning ·quilrt~~IY.finai1cialreports;fiYcf
records. Lund continued saying that the J
ASBSU has "so many procedures, so many
guidelines that- everybody has violated
them" and "we have procedures up the
butt." He concluded with, "It's
ridiculous" and "if this continues we'll be
in trouble down the road."
Vice-President Kay KempfoUowed by
reprimanding the senators for not coming
to her concerning the ASBSU financial
accounts.
Senator Gibler later explained that "the
books are open to all students" and that the
senators thought it "best to go through a
.neutral figure who wasn't involved
politically." She said" "We had a
legitimate question."
Toward the end of the December 9 senate
session, Qr.Taylor said, "I've talked to the
president about the matter of getting all
involved parties 'together to talk."
That meeting may take place the
beginning of the Spring semester. The
,meeting would be to "talk out some of.their
points of view instl;:ad of filing complaints,
, ,against~~h other," said Dr. Taylor. '
./,
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The 'Innocen~ Bystander
All Aboard The Ark. " . I
Editorial:
So,-this is Christmas
Thanksgiving, Christml¥!, lYldNew Years
editorials: Seems they all read the same this
time of the publishing season. As might be
expected we find that, each author either'
loves or hates the ads, the stores, the parties
or the parades, approaching each subject as
if they did nothing to promote the'
commercialism of the season: .
Most of these op-ed pieces unrole a yule
log of quips and quotes that read like a
department store's tally tape. The numbers
that they reveal never seem to forget that
, this is also the season of suicides.
This time of the year can be' quite
depressing, for both those without and with
'families. Few do much to change the mood
when the spirit turns stale. Some do. .
Celebration .. Victorious battles, games,
wars and their victors are often'
celebrated ... unlike peace. The language of
peace is very different from the language of
war: there are no peace fighters, threats or·
mongers. Warriors claim to fight for.
peace-to keep the peace.' Peacemakers
celebrate and share peace.
Last Friday at dusk, four Boise High
School students and their friends gathered
to share just such a celebration at the
Statehouse. In three short days Eric
Aucutt, John Hale, Nick Lundquist, and
Shawn Stathem organized a candlelight
tribute, complete with speakers and music,
to honor another peacemaker, John
Lennon.
In the spirit of the season they celebrated
peace. They believe that peace is possible.
The spontaneity of last Friday's tribute,
of the voices chanting Lennon's songs,
captured the soul of this season. It is peace,
and. the peacemakers who we can focus on
when the spirit turns stale. This year "give
peace a chance."
One Potato ...
We applaud your good taste--sclccting an
Ore-Ida package for the Idaho license
plate, in our opinion, would be a definite
improvement.
You can be sure, however, that the Idaho
Potato Commission, who has helped create
the famous "Idaho Potato" by registering
the mark, and who has been successful in'
. protecting that trademark, would take issue
with your suggestions. Additionally, the
entire potato industry within the state
(including potato growers.. potato praces-'
sors, and potatoshippers) who have also
contributed to the success of identifying a
commodity with our state, might look
unkindly toward your submission.
We.von the other hand, thank you for
your keen perception and offer our support
for your suggestion. '
Susan Gerhart
Manager Public Relations
Ore-Ida Foods, Inc.
;".
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. "Just when they were getting the White House together, too," says I, shaking my h
"but I guess he's got to take the tip-top experts who know everything there is to know ab
running the country."
"Maybe so," says Paddy, "but which 93 Washington columnists is he going to pick'?
then his friends will be calling: 'Hi there, Ron. It's your old best pal, AIBloomingdale,he
Betsy and I were wondering if you'd like to get away fora leisurely weekend shoot,
pheasants under glass at our little hidcawayin the Lesser .Antibes. Within six minutes.
"So he brings along the Bloomingdales," says I. . .
"Joe, you don't know the Washington social scene. He invites the Bloomingdales and
Tuttles will never speak to him again." .'
"At least he gets himself off the ground," says I. '
"It's not going to be any bed of roses up there, Joe," says Paddy. "You ever been 0
long flight'? The johns get stopped up, the soap runs out, you seen the movie, there's
enough pillows and blankets to go around, and the dinners all taste like the lunches wh
all taste like the breakfasts which all taste like boiled Styrofoam. And you can't sl
because of the one big worry on your mind."
"What'sthat?"says I. . .
"Will there be anybody there to meet you when you land'?" says Paddy.
• • ••
So; president, I figure you could sell this Doomsday Plane to Lee lacocca or someb
who needs it. Us citizens would feela lot safer knowing you and us were all in the same b
. In the. end,I got to agree with Paddy. "A captain," Paddy says. "ought to go down
his planet." , . .. . 'Trulyyo
Joe Sikspak. Amer
By Arthur Hoppe
Dear president: I, Joe Sikspak, American, take pen in hand to grind an axe or two. You
got toget rid of that there "Doomsday Plane." It makes us citizens nervous.
I am down to Paddy's Place nursing a Seven-high when I read it) the paper how you took
your first ride in this Doomsday Plane, which sits around Washington ready to' whisk you
up in the air for 72 hours in case you push the wrong .button, , '
I see you said the experience was "very encouraging" and having the plane handy gives
you "a sense of confidence." So I ask Paddy what he thinks of giving a president a sense of
confidence in case he pushes the wrong button.
. "Dqn't listen to the president, Joe," says Paddy. "He's justirying to make it sound fun.
Actually, the last thing he wants to do is fly off in that plane with nuclear bombs exploding
allover the place. Don'tforget, it only holds him and 93 other people and who's he going to
leave behind?" . . . . .
. "Stockn'uin and Allen andHaig for starters." says Ipromptly:"No wonder he figures it's;
'very encouraging.'Tben he can take hisWife,Nancy,and •• .' ...•. .'
"No; he can't, Joe. Thatplane's America's command post. And there's no room aboard
for an attractive lady and tWO hairdressers," ." .. ,.. " . . ~~.
Policy LeIters under 200 wordt will be given priority; t,advoc:&tilll• political or academic viewpoint should in~lud
The Unl"""lty N«... lnvit... Leitell'lD-lhc-Editor. Leue,; .nthur·JPoIlIICllI .fflli,tlon. ..,demi. .redenll
lil
•
must include yourllgnatnre; 'ddresslllid phon. number. If you occupation. .: . . :.
have no phone, plwcnotelhat. Addiuland'phone number 71IeUnlvmilyN,ws .........nlherlahlloe,lIt. forlengthse
~y be used fot verll1callonor for future COIItad; bUIwiDnot be' ",ject. \ellen oerviria.' private' commerCIII purpo •
ponted.·· ,questionable 1&SleMconlCA!,or In ~ fonn.
fT'
-"".' ,':•.~:: I: ~'.~-.:'.~~.-'.'
Th Ab More than 40 percent of NARAL choice? No, it comes from standard Right'. e' . ortion members reported were either agnostics or to Life Society educational material.Dilemma: atheists, compared to less than2':percent Yet, Idaho Right to Life Society, claims
for NRLC. About' 80 percent .of NRlC's to "promote respect and dignity for. all
Pa.rt ..11 members were Catholic; compared to less hdeUamtha.~,life from conception to naturalthan 4 percent for NARAL.
• Continued from page 1 Ninety percent of NRLC respondents felt Bill Baird said that when his clinic is
that three or .more .children were ideal,' picketed the anit-abortion people "spit onin' April before the Senate Judiciary , . '.while a similar number of NARAL.. the patients, call them whores . and
Subcommittee on the Separation of respondents felt that 2 or less children were tramps." He said they would copy down
Powers, chaired by Senator John East ideal. . the patlentstlicense plate numbers and call
(R·N,C.),an anti-abortionist. . Th.eChu rch them up at home to harrass them.
Seven -of the eight witnesses' were . bell I
anti-choice; the eighth,an afterthought, These incidents may seem un ehevab e to
was invited when criticism about imbal":"- .In response to the Roman Catholic some, but 'it is not an uncommon
. Church'scominittinent to prohibit legal' occurrence in the east.
anced representation began mounting. abortions, a faction called Catholics for a "There was a court ruling in New York
The testimony addressed "medical arid Free Choice. has affirmed t.he rightHTo City a month ago,"cites Bwrd,"where the
scientific evidence on when human life . .make decisions regarding' the.ir own fertility'. court ruled that anti-abortion people had to
begins." , ..., free from church and governmental ; .stay 100 feet away from the abortion
· ;Responding to severe criticism by' the' intervention in accordance with :thi:ir own 'clinics." ,
.media and pro-choice organizations, "individualconscience," . . Both movements' have their .sensa-
.Senator . East announced that six more' 1 . .. . However, the, church denounced the tionalisticsides, both are accused of using
hearings would occur in May and June. group, saying it is in "direct contradiction" scare tactics. Pro choice concentrates €pn
Those-hearings addressed the pro-choice to the church's anti-abortion position, in how the HLA's would be enforced and
position, constitutional and legal impliea- "a statement from the U.S: Bishops ', their social effects, if passed. They refer to
'tions, and the affect on women and society. COmmittee on Pro-Life.' Act,vities," forced pregnancies, illegalization of IUD's
senator Max Baucus, the ranking minority according to a recent Idaho Register article. and the "morning after pill", government
. member on the subcommittee, chose the "Cardinal Terence Cooke, of New York, intervention in our lives, etc.
witnesses. ., . . .
On October 5 the Constitution Com- chairman of the committee, said ~dunng the Right to life concentrates on promoting
, U.S. Bishops annual meeting that 'it is the zygote, embryo, or fetus as a person.
mittee of the U.S. Senate Judiciary news to me .that anyone could consider They use films, plastic models, photo-
Committee began a series of hearings. At himself or herself a good Catholic if they graphs and printed matter 'about abortions
that hearing Professor John T. Noonan, favored free choice on abortion," that graphically show the contents of an
Jr., professor of law at U.C.-Berkeley, continued the article. abortion. .
supporting right to life, endorsed the-Hatch Members of the Catholics for a Free The difference between each approach
amendment. Choice are not the only-ones maintaining a lies within the context· and degree,
.Professor Laurance H. Tribe of Harvard
University addressed the pro-choice side of firm position for choice. relationally. Pro choice scare tactics are
. Dr. John Swomley, Professor, of Social said to er.nphasize the elimination of
the issue, claiming that a legal restriction on Ethics and Philosophy at Sf: Paul School of 'freedom or' choice by specific example,
abortion "would risk a major setback in .. • Theology,openly states, "The Roman 'filling the gap with the threat of
the equality of women." Catholic bishops of the United States are absolutionist usurpation of democratic
Senator Orrin Hatch, Chairman of the currently campaigning for passage of an right.
Subcommittee and sponsor of HLA SJR amendment' to the Federal Constitution Right to life, on the other hand, is said to
llO,gave the opening statement at the which would write Catholic doctrine into use a single issue, buckets of blood and
hearing, and professes an anti-abortion constitutional law." dismember-fetus approach, that pro choice
dand. 'S~Qml~y claims that the - basis for deems cheap, horror story antics.
Senator Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), though HLA's stems from the Catholic definition They accuse right to life of ignoring the
personally opposed to abortion, said, "I of personhood astaught by Pope Pius XII woman's choice, how a pregnancy may
feel equally strong that those views should who, in 1951, said, "Now the child, even have affected her life, how the abortion
not be imposed on others." the unborn child, is a human being in the affects her. Opponents of the right to life
Leahy said, "In the United States·today, same degree and by the same title as its movement claim it denigrates women, and
there is no consensus on abortion," and he mother." that personhood issue makes their lives less
thinks legislation should represent an Yet, prior to 1973, the Chicago Planned important than that of a potential human
American consensus. . h. Parenthood Association records attest t at being. Another accusation is that 'right to
Senator Bob Packwood (R-Or.), address- 2000 Catholic women were sent to New life also ...denies the right to a private
'ing the Subcommittee, said that any York for abortions during t a 12 month decision by making the abortion' issue an
Constitutional amendment restricting abor- period of time. They represented 40 percent expose for public scrutiny.
tion would be infringement of our civil of the women sent to New York. The technique and result of abortion is
liberties. Swomley claims, "In practice Catholic known, the aborted fetus exists, as do
Subcommittee members include right to authorities around. the world seem more occasional live births. Neither side denies it.
life supporters Senators Strom Thurmond concerned with a theologically acceptable Pro choice claims that abortion cannot'
(R-S.C.); Charles Grassley (R-Iowa), law than with the actual problem of be solely viewed as a single issue. that it
sponsor of the ULA SJR 18; Dennis' abortion. They do not encourage parti- must be viewed relation ally, in the context
De.Concini (D-Az.); and pro-choice cularly effective alternatives to abortion.' of the whole.
·supporter Senator Patrick Leahy (0-Vt.), He illustrated his opinion by referring to The vocabulary used by both move-
Subjects of the continued fall hearings the abortion situation in Latin America, ments differs markedly. The names chosen
included "Myths and Realities of Abortion where Catholicism is prevalent. Using the for each movement by its members have.
in America, .... The Abortion Right: The figures of Alice Rossi of the U.S. Public different connotations.
Moral Dimension," and "Pending Consti- Health Service Swomley said, "There is one. . Pro ~hoice indicates favor or support of
tutional Proposals and Their Legal abortion for every two live births and in choice. Some right to life proponents claim'
Impact;" '. .Uruguay, three abortions to each actual that "pro' choice" is a nice hedge for pro
Early 1982 sets the date at which time the birth." .'. '1lbortion, which right to life proponents
Subcommittee will take action' on any. Dierdre English in a Moth!!,. Jones article think is more accurate. • Pro choice defends
amendment. '. said that, "Since 1973, theNRLChas had a . its title saying that pro choice implies little
No matter what side you supPort, specific agreement in New York State to other than chOice.
legalities affecting all will take place within collect money from parishion~safterRight to . life indicates a claim to life,
the.next year, after years of diligent labor . Sunday Mass;" whether legill or moral. Pro choice
by right to life and .pro-choice suppOrters "In 1fJ77, "she continued, "the National .proponents claim that the name' "right to
since 1973. . Committee for the Human Life Amend- life,jimplies that pro choice, and any
Granb' .e·.rg's A·nalys'l··S ment received $277,000 from, Catholic others not agreeing with right to lifedioceses around the country." . philosophy; have ari innate disrespect .
Acloser look at both camps was taken by The Catholic Churches' suggested mone- toward life. They think it arrogantly
Dr. Donald Granberg of the University of tary and authoritarian control of the issue assumes that pro choice denies or works
Missouri's' Center for Research' in Social is only one of many criticisms used against against a right to life by being pro Choice.
Behavior, whostadied 900 members of the the right to 'life movement. ' .) The word choice of Right to Life and Pro
'National Right to Life Committee (NRLC) Sus.pect Tactics' {:holce contin.ues to differ throughout the
and National Abortion Rights Action "romotion of each philosophy.
League (NARAL). Legal harrassmentisanotherpro 9hoice Right to life refers to unborn chiidren,
Granberg found that "about 58 percent target. An informed choice law, similar to pro choice refers to zygote, embryo and
of the NRLC respondents were college that in effect in Akron; Ohio dates that" A fetus, and content of the uterus. Right to
graduates, while 83· percent of NARAL legal abortion can be performed only with life refers to themselves asproclife and·. to
members surveyed held a: college degree, the written consent of the pregnant, pro choice as pro abortion.
both figures many times higher than you'd woman." . Right to life insists that the vocabulary
find in the populatiOn as a whole," "To' insure·truly informed consent," it used by the pro choice movement is cold
Granberg says. ' continues, "the woman must be: orally and sterile, that it attempts to remove the
The majority of both groups described informed of and sign a consent form humanness from the issue. . .' .
themselves as middle or upperclass and acknowledging such information, of the . Pro choice claims that the word choice
both groups were primarily white. Also, the scientific facts of the biological develop·' used by right to life is' pedantic,
majority of both groups agreed that ment of her unborn child;'! . .sensatiQnalistic and that it detracts from
abortion .was ',acceptable to save the Next, the woman is "informed of the core issues.
mother's life. potential severe physiological and psycho- As .far as the personhood dispute goes,
Membership in. both included a' logical consequences of het abortion." .almQst'!300 scientists, and researchers from
significant number of males, more than a Then she'is told of "impairment of her Brandeis, Tufts, MIT and Harvard oppose
fifth· for NARAL and more than a third for future ability to bear children Of increased the Helms/Hyde "Human Life" bill,now
NRLC. . risks of future pregnancies such as under consiaerlltion. They dispute theblll's
Slightly. more. than half" of .NA.RAL premature delivery;, miscarriage, etc." claim . that "present .scientiflcevidence" ".
members responding were C\lrrently mar-. . Finally,' "picturesofthe'developing supports the preinise thathuman life begb1s
ried, comparedto nearly 90perc~nt fo~ unborn child must be shown and written at themomentofconception. ....
NRLC •. One-fourth. of NARAL members acknowledgement of their showing .must be The June 1981 issue of Science states that
had never been married,complired to about. obtained prior. t.o ~he,a.bortlon. " "this . premise ..'. is . 'a ..' .misuse and .....a' .'.
9 percent for NRLC.Extremist gu~riIla warfare by ContlnuW.ro.plili:~~c)- ' .' _.Y'i!c===========~=::::!1
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age and development. Remember that'
younger brothers and sisters may have
access to toys designed for older children.
Check fabric labels for "nonflammable,"
"flame-retardant," or' "flame-resistant"
notices. Look for sharp glass and metal
edges and sharp points. Avoid .toys that
produce excessive noise. Avoid shooting
games that do not have soft cork tips,
rubber suction cups or other protective tips
which are. securely fastened.
Check for small parts which may lodge in
the windpipe, ears or nostrils of a child.
Avoid long strings and cords as they may
entangle an infant or young child and cause
a strangulation hazard. Carefully check the
construction of the toy to be sure it is not .
society, virtually any object could be
considered a toy. .
Clepper says the basic range of toys
includes.v'the ball, the doll, stuffed toys,
construction sets, let's-pretend devices,
visual toys, plastics (substances like clay
that can be' manipulated), music and
rythym instruments, things to climb on,
sports and outdoor' equipment,vehicles,
self-operating toys (battery-operated, fric-
tion or mechanized and electrical), games,'
hobbies and crafts." .
A sampling of Boise.toy stores uncovered
a variety of safe and unsafe toys. .
The. safe toys in the sampling included
the classic foam Nerf toys, produced by
Parker Brothers. Teddy bears, cloth dolls,
• Continuedjrom page 1
were the' Asteroids video game and the
Pyraminx ,pyramid puzzle. The A.D.A.
group listed projectile guns, slingshots,
archery set~, toy cap guns, and darts, as the
most dankerous toys on the market.
Projectile materiahnay accidentally be shot
into the children's eyes and ears.
The "most disgusting" toy, according to
the group, is Jiggles, a series of insect and
snake-shaped molds which can be filled
with edible gelatin and eaten. The group
also singled out. Tummy Ache, a cardboard
figure which "vomits" when force-fed a
diet of cardboard junk food.
The concern of groups like the A.D.A.
for the safety -and propriety of children's
toys stems' in part from the fact that the
U.S, Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion has decided not to impose regulations
on toys that shoot projectiles. The
Commission said it had not found "any'
single toy this year that is dangerous in-
terms of federal law." Due to federal
budget cuts, the Commission's 25,000 copy
circulation newsletter, which includes ..
information on toy safety, will not be sent'
this year. according to the Commission.
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Philosophy of Toys
According to Dr. Irene French Clepper,
the author of Growing Up With Toys--A
Guide For Parents, toys are essentially
tools used to help develop children's
"muscles and skills, rehearse for roles
played in adult life" and help children
develop social· values, working their way
through "the fears and hostilities that
accompany childhood and need to be
expressed, not repressed."
Many toys; such as electronic games,
teach children to learn strategy and
develop hand-eye coordination. A parti-
cular toy can be considered active or
passive, depending upon the level of the
child's involvement. .
Toys which are operated or maneuvered
by the child allow him or her more
involvement and creativity in the play
activity than motorized toys which can
operate almost independently of the child.
Letty Cottin Pngr eb in , author of
Growing Up Free: Raising Your Child in
the '80s, says that while toys aid in the
development of the child's creativity, they
can reinforce certain sex roles and social
values. Dolls and playhouses are the
Jraditional gifts for girls, while toy trains,
trucks, and guns have been a boy's domain.
Kiddie cosmetics are being more heavily
marketed than before.' The Tinkerbell line
of child cosmetics promotes powders,
perfumes, lip gloss, and nail polish that are
designed to be more "wholesome than
sexy" according to Martin K. Greenfield,
president of Tom Fields, Ltd., the company
that makes the line.
.Clockwise: Safer pull toy camel with nylon cord, Rubik's cube next to a cheaper
imitation, classic safe Nerf toys made of foam, a potentially harmful projectile gun with
large plastic bullets, and a safer dart game with foam magnetized darts.
made of glass or brittle plastic that may
break easily into small parts or leave jagged
edges. Discard any plastic material used in
packaging. Check for parts which. can
pinch fingers or catch hair. Exercise care
when buying electric toys. Avoid flimsy
wiring or poor construction, and look for
warning labels, Beware of toys that contain
poisonous or toxic elements or have an
exposed flame. Check instructions. They
should be easy to read and understand.
Instruct the child in the proper use of any
toy-that might cause injury through misuse.
Helen Branson, co-owner with her
husband Ralph Of Happy Day Toys in
Boise, said that most of the toys they sell
have passed maximum federal safety
standards .. She said the stuffed toys, many
of which are made by handicapped people,
do not have easily. detached (swallowed)
bead-eyes and are handwashable. Many of
their toys are sold to daycare centers which
require sturdy, long lasting toys.
, She added that toys with sharp corners
and' small pieces are, by law, not
recommended for children under three.
Branson said one toy, a motorized small
motorcyle capable of going. five miles per
hour, is not sold to families with children
under three years of age. Branson
encourages parents to buy toys suitable for
a child's age and development, yet she said
she was shocked at how many people "buy
for themselves rather than for the
and' stuffed animals continue to be safe
best-sellers. Cloth and vinyl. children's
books are .often longer lasting. than
conventional children's books.
A dart game containing foam darts with
magnetic tips are a safe alternative to the
standard sharp-tipped darts. One projectile
gun shoots pliable, soft "Qarts" with
suction-cup tips.
Homemade wooden, as well as store
bought, pull toys are also safe for small
children. Large interlocking 'puzzles with
smooth edges are popular items, as are
peg-and-hole toys (with pegs too large to
swallow) and blocks painted with non-toxic
paints. '
The dangerous toys included in the
sample are roller skates, a plastic hunting
knife with a sharp point recommended for
age 3 and up, a projectile gun which shoots
large, hard pastic bullets, bow and' arrow
sets, slingshots, marbles, Chinese Jacks
(small plastic rings), and cap guns. Also
potentially harmful are puzzles with small
interlocking pieces. .
Any toy which requires electricity in its
operation may present a ''safety hazard.
Popular board games such as Monopoly,
Clue and Scrabble, played mostly by older
children and adults, have small pieces
which can be swallowed by the youngest
members of the' family.
In general, toy buyers should:
Choose a toy appropriate for the child's
Types of Toys
The acceptability of child-centered
education, which occurred in the latter half
of the 19th century, led to a great
diversification of play things. In today's
children."
She said most children are attracted to
play telephones and stuffed animals to put
in doll cribs and beds. Branson said adults
tend to buy more complex and costly toys
than necessary.
The'Toy Industry
Toys are big 'business. The profit to be
had in the toy business is typified by the
phenomenal sucess of. the 'Rubik's Cube
puzzle and the wide variety of electronic
video games.
The Rubik's Cube, a multi-colored
six-sided brain teaser retailing for between
$8 and $12, represents less than 10 percent
of Ideal Toys' volume and $3 ·million in
pre-tax profits. About 4.5 million of the
Cubes have been sold. Ideal, which makes
and sells the Cube, has cut the cube's
wholesale from $6.19 to $3.99 to
discourage retailers from buying the
'cheaper and rapidly proliferating imita-
tions. .
Electronic video games, popular since the
outer space craze ushered in by Star Wars,
have become the latest technological boom,
They have contributed to the $350 million
home game industry. Warner Communica-
. tions, which owns Atari, is the number
one company in the field. Forbes magazine
reported that Atari's success has contribut-
ed in part to Warner's stock jumping 65
percent and making the company a favorite
on Wall Street. Attempting to ward off the
encroachment of competitive companies, a
deluxe version of Asteroids is on the way
from Atari. Asteroids has made $140
million for the companies.
Atari's chief competition in the U.S. is
Mattei's Intellivision and Odyssey. Critics
of Intellivision say that it is too
sophisticated, while Magnivox's Odyssey is
suffering from a bad marketing approach.
The electronic industry's reaction toward
electronic 'toys is summed up by Art
Cleiman, managing editor' for Radio-
Electronics, who said, "It looks as though
another perfect match has been born in
Silicon Valley."
Pogrebin i said the video games are
beneficial because they promote child
involvement rather than passivity, diminish
an emphasis on Winning, and encourage
individualization and flexibility. She added
that the games are not sexist.
Critics of video games complain that the
toys contribute to the desensitization of
violence.
Douglas Thomson, president of the Toy
Manufacturers of America, says space
. weaponry allows children to "obliterate
each other bloodlessly."
Despite all the precautions which
manufacturers and consumers can take to
insure that children receive safe toys, no toy
-is absolutely safe. The natural curiosity of
babies and small children guarantees some.
toys will be given a "taste test." .
Toy inventor Marvin Glass once said,
"only an immovable bed for the child could
be considered a safe toy-and maybe not
even that! Any toy can be a hazard."
With the federal government's abandon-
ment of toy safety factsheets and its refusal
, to establish regulations for certain toys, the'
ultimate responsibility for toy safety lies
with the parents. It is they who must
determine which toys are safe and suitable
for, their children, and they who must
supervise their. children at play.
. Show us your student I..D. card and we'll give you
a choice of medium soft drink, special onion rings or
small fries FREEwith artf purchase! . ,
For Someone Special on
Shop at a Special Store
Layaway today with your.
STUDENT CHRISTMAS DISCOUNT 11
1207
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Stathem.Featured speakers were
Newsbriefs
BSU Catalog
Mike Jones from the Snake River
Alliance; Shawn Stathen,Boise
High School Student Body Presi-
dent; and Mrs. Lundquist, mother
of Boise high School student Nick
Lundquist. "Peace" was .the
major theme of the event, which
was held at dusk. Musician and
Boise High School- student Jolin'
Langrell sang a. song he wrote
about Lennon's philosophies with
acoustical guitar accompaniment.
Aucutt said that though mourning
Lennon's death was one ofthe
major . reason~ for the event,
looking to the future-toward a
reality in which peace does exist
was an equally important message
acknowledged by those gathered •
According to BSU' librarian
Tim -Brown,. the -banned' book
exhibit is not an inclusive one, but
represents only cases reported -to
the ALA. Most of the books in
the collection are available at the
BSU library; Brown' said; Aceor-.
ding to BSU reference and catalog
librarian Andy Ribner each of the
books in, thedi~play was
determined by its censors to be
beneath the standards of decency
.an<\;offensive to the sensibilities
'of' the community ..in which -the
libraries were located' and with-
drawn completely from those
libraries and 'colleCtions . -..
Student Residential Life is
looking for qualified undergrad- .
uate students for positions as
. student Resident Advisors.
RA positions are open to
students with a GPA of 2.25 and
above, and are for the 1982-83
academic year , payment includes'
room and board and a .cash
stipend .of $25 per month.
Students may apply at the
Office 'of .Student Residential
Life; Room no,' Adm.llldg:
Deadline for '. applications is
February I, 1982 .. , , '.
'Scholarship "
•Open Parking, no parking decal
required, will be .effective Dec-
ember 21, 1981 thnlJanuary 13,
1982. No parking wiUbe
permitted -in yellow and loading
zones, no parking areas or on the
fire: lanes. Parking permitted in
motorcycle zones by motorcycles
only. Ali·' parking'. regulations
effective January 14,1982; .•
Faculty and Administrative
personnel. are reminded that the
changes for the 1982-83 Catalog
are due in the editor's office by
the endofthe year. Please contact .'
Herb Runner, 1613 for further'
information. , .
Lennon T.ribute '
A tribute to John Lennon 'was
held on, the Statel10usllsteps
'FridaY"December 11th. The event
was spearheaded by Boise- High'
School students Eric Aucutt, John
Hale, Nick Lundquist, and Shawn,
, :
Banned Books
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Get.yer''egg''
mon~I here!
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Ann's Hallmark 5266 Franklin Rd
Ashley'S Outlet 5290Franklin Rd
Big 44 Western,Stor~ 6701W Slate St
Boise Country Store 5725FairView
Boise Of1ice Equipment 1102Mam
Bojangles 807W Idaho
Burger King 4800 Overland
Burger King 6101Fcirview
Call Jewelers 818 Idaho'
Chapterhouse Bookstore 8th i,ldaho
Coast to Coast 6969Overland
Cynthlas ,7736Fairview
Daisy Kingdom 598 Mam 51
Deseret Book Store 5270 Franklm Rd
El Gringo 5506Overland
Fantasy 1002Mcm
Floyd's 821 Idaho
Fosters Furniture 314W 9th
Fritchman Galleries 802W Bannock
Greg's Siderail Cafe 717Bannock
Grizzly Bear Pizza 7100Fairview
Hal Dav'.s Jewelers 811W Idaho
Hanni1in's Cigar Store 1024Mam
Hill's Rexall 1221Broadway
Hirsch Value Center 5284 Franklin ,Rd
Holiday TraVel 7584 Fairview
Idaho Camera 816W Idaho
It's a Smail World 830W Bcinnock
Jensen.Graves 212N 8th
K.Mart 730 Amencana Blvd
Lee Reed Jewelers 926 Mom St
Lookin Good 4901Emerald
M& W Store #4 1835Warm Springs
M & W Store #8 888W Fori
Main & 5th Market ' 500 Main
$5.00 m1Jil,mum purchase required.
for "b,ome free'.' Egg Money.
Mary Pinney's
Men's Wardrobe
Michael's Furniture
Mode O'Day
Molenaar's Jewelers
Moon's Guns & Tackle
Open Air sports
Pacific Upholstery
Payless Drug store
Payless Drug Store
Payless Shoe Source
•Sears
Sexty's
Sizzler Family Steak House
sport Shack
Taco Time
Tallman's Stockman's Supply
The Bon Marche
The Frame Shop
The Merc
The Moue
The Paper Tree
The Pewte'r Parlor
The Royal Flush
University Ramada Inn
Waremart
Whipple'S Gifts
Winther Music
445 Main
713 Idaho
623 Americana
5120 Franklin Rd
5140 Franklin Rd
(l15W Bannock
1101W Idaho
921 N Orchard
10355Fcnrview
5230 Franklm Rd
5300Franklin Rd
1215W Slate St
'901 W nLlnnock
16!5 Braxen
5274Franklm Rd
7965.FOlIVIew',
44L('I,~erland ,
,IP W .dcno
'0440 f oirview
II S Orchard
80~ Idaho
710W Idaho
1065 11th
3750W Stale
230lJUniversity
4540Overland
7141dahc,
420 5 Capitol
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BOISE URBAN STAGES
CHART YOUR FUTURE
Become an Air Force navigator.
. The de.J11andfor navigators has never been greater.
And as technology develops, so will the role ofthe nav-
igat.or. ~ore technical skills willb2 required. Elaborate
naVigation and electronic systems are being developed.
The navigators who operate these systems are care-
fully selected and trained. They must be able to do bat-
tle at supersonic speeds and outwit a potential adver-
sary~They must be able to pinpoint their location over
.a vast ocean. They are part of a team rich in tradition
and standing ori the threshold· of an exciting future
This is your opportunity to be a part of that futu~e.
Talk to an Air Force recruiter. Find out more ,about
your opportunities as an Air Force navigator. The ex·
perience can chCingeyour life.. . ,
Contact EdHo~fer
Call(509) 334.0505 Collect~=:::
Student RA
Room 117. The purpose of the
award is to assist mature women
in upward mobility and in their
efforts toward retraining and
entry or re-entry. into the labor
market. Send application, two
letters of reference and personal
'statement to: .fellowship .Chair-
man, Sandra Evans, 212 North
Elm,Boise,ID 83702.. . . .
'BSUParking
Application forms for. $1,250
Sotoptimist Training Awards are
available in the Financial Aid
Office, Administration Building,
:r--~-------';"'-"""----") PEaPLERNDBaaKS
WANTED
ASBSU need.'
student. to
volunteer their
time and participation
to the Student Used
Boak Co-op.
SELL YDURIBDDKS,...-.,...~~~~~
AND HELP US aUT!
Can3S5·t44D or 344-3UD.
from
.MERRY CHRISTMAS·!
oik's
fifTH ,STReeT
503 So. 5th
Corner of 5th and Myrtle
-.Does the hustle and bustle ,of the Yuletide find
you stepped on, tired and tossed in the corner
" of 'your favorite department, store?, '.Let us .supply
your goodies for Santa's Sack. Be a creative .
,Sant~' with' original' gifts. at great low prices!
, ' .. ' ..
"Clothes onCO'rlsignment" '
Letu's'make yours the
Wedding oJthe year.
~uf/#)~ '
. 7- .Bridal.
, 3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303
(fOJ1'1WrIy Tuesday's ChIld)
Your Complete
Bridal
Headquarters
Large selection
of bridal
gowns, veils.
Iiwltatlons &
weddlrigbooks. '
YC- _,
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EKUAdvances. to Texas",
-''----,__+-__ --f__ ...,.-.._-+__,_~--+_'----,-.:.tI
.within six points.
On the kickoff, BSU tried an onsides
kick but the Colonel defender fell. on the
ball.
BSU's hope to win the ball game grew
even greater when EKU failed to. drive the
ball and had to punt. The kick was a short,
low one and the Broncos looked like they
might have good field position.. But the.;
ball too], a bad bounce, skidded past the
Bronco receiver, and wound up on the
Boise State seven-yard line.
DesPres had 1:51 to drive the ball 93
yards to tie up the game, and momentarily
it looked like he could do it.
. After driving 5~ yards on four pass
completions, the Broncos found themselves
on the Colonel's 35-yard line with a fourth
down and two position.
DesPres took the keeper but fell just
. inches short of the first down, wifh just 15
seconds remaining on the clock. That was
Boise State's last hope, with no timeouts
left.
Easte~'s quarterback fell on the ball to
ice up the game for the Colonel's and they
will make their third. appearance in the
I-AA final in as many years.
As for BSU and the rest of their backers,
. they'll have to wait another year. But this
year was superb for a team that wasn't 'even
supposed to make it to the playoffs .. The
game was also an excellent effort, as the
crowd applauded the Broncos after the
game.
The contest was dominated by the
Eastern' Kentucky offensive line and their
defensive secondary in the first half and the
first part of the third quarter .
. .The Colonel's opened the scoring after a
ball exchange from both clubs. EKU drove
the ball 49 yards, which set up a 38-yard
scamper by EKU's flanker Ranard
McPhaul. The 'extra-point conversion was
good and Eastern was up by seven with 8:50
left in the first quarter'.
On BSU'snext possession; the Broncos
failed to capitalize and had' to punt.
Eastern found themselves deep in their own
. territory and .drove the ball 30 yards before
fumbling on their 44.
That set up Kenrick Camerud's 30-yard
field goal with just 55-seconds into the
second quarter, and the score was 7-3,
Eastern Kentucky. .
On BSU's next possession; EKU grabbed
a Tim Klena interception which set up one
of three Jamie Lovett field goals. Lovett
split the uprights on a booming 44-yard
kick and suddenly the game was at 10-3.
Boise State took the kickoff and started
out their drive on their 27 with four minutes
to go in the half. The Broncos drove to the
EKU l2-yard line with 1:01 left, but Klena
threw another interception right into the
arms of Eastern's Gus Parks.
During halftime,the Eastern Kentucky
head coach was reminding his team of what
happened last year in the Camelia Bowl.
His lecture seemed to help, as the
Colonels came out at halftime and quickly
scored after another Klena interception.
The score was 17-3, and in trotted DesPres,
full of poise and confidence.· After two ball
exchanges, the Broncos marched the ball
close to the mid-field stripe and then
DesPres hit Kipp Bedard on a 50-yard
bomb which set a 14-yard touchdown run
by Rodney Webster.
The crowd went wild as they saw their
Broncos close the point-spread to within a
touchdown. But EKU came right back and
scored on two Lovett field goals.
The score was then 23-10 and the
Broncos only had· 6:24 . to score two
Men's Basketball
touchdowns. They made the first very
quickly on the 7-yard touchdown pass, and
the seeond almost seemed evident.
However, it was on BSU's last play of the
ballgame that ended their season, and
hopes of retaining their national title.l:3roncQsFaU Short
Terry Lee eye's his opponent from NNC. BSU defeated NNC 98-71.
. The snow was falling as a very solemn'
crowd dispersed from 'Bronco Stadium last
Saturday. The announcer came on the
loudspeaker and said: "We'll see you next"
spring when the Broncos host the annual .
Alumni game. Drive home safely."
The quiet mood of the fans and the
announcer told the story, as they had just
watched the Boise-State football team fall
to Eastern Kentucky in the closing seconds
of the' Division I-AA Semifinal 23-17.
With the win, the EKU Colonels moved
on to the finals next week in Wichita Falls,
Texas against Idaho State, a winner over
South Carolina State in.the other playoff
game. The score of that contest was .41-12.
The Boise State game was much closer
however, and for a moment looked like a
repeat .of last year's fimilinSacramento.
Freshman quarterback Gerald DesPres
had just tossed a. seven-yard scoring strike
to Randy Mayo with 4: 13 left to go in the
game and the Broncos seemed like they
were on the roll, squeezing the gap to
Vince Hinchen is all alone on this stuff shot
andthe crowd loves it.
I~tra~ural S~9reS
"
Alumni Return ...-----~..;....Basketball---'-----..
To The Mats Women Improve, Travel East
"On the Road Again" may 'be theSdng . The next day the Broncos faced a tough
the BSU women's basketball team will be Seattle team, but came out with a
singing when they head to Pocatello to face hard-earned win. "Seattle shot very well,"
Idaho State on Friday and then journey said Thomgren. "It was a very physical.
south to face Utah State the next day. game, but we attained the composure
.Game time for the first contest will be at' needed to win." .
7:30 p.rn., while the second is at 8:30 p.m.. Karla Meier led the Broncos in scoring
Head coach Connie Thorngren saidthat and rebounds with 22 and 12, respectively.
both teams are very strong, but "We Sandi and added 17.
· should play very well." .
"Idaho State has played better than us in
the past," said 'Thorngren,"but this year
we're taller and have a higher scoring
percentage." Thorngren said-that she is
looking for a good even game agalnst.ldaho
State and 'that the outcome will be
interesting.
As far as Utah State is concerned, BSU's
women coaching staff. doesn't know too
much about them.
Thorngren said she thinks her club will
play well against Utah, but they are "very
strong" and have a good record.
Lastweekend,the Broncos pushed their
season record mark over- .500' when they
demolished Central Washington 86-36 on.
December 11, and then the next day beat
Seattle University 70-63. . .'
In the first contest' against Central, Dona
· McCanliesled thewayJor BSlJwhenshe
scored·18 points and grabbed 12 rebounds.
Four other Broncos 'scored:~jn doubles,
including Tami Stuart and Sunny Sniall·
wood with '12, and Jodi ,Osborn andComlie
· Sand hind with 10. ", . . .
Thorngrenaltributed the ,easy.', vic\ory .
over Central to thcdoss ·oLalot of their .
players last yeardlletograduliiion.
, . .. ..'. ,,'-. . -- . , ;, .~:t .'.. -.. .'
Mike Young turn wrestler?
Boise State's head coach Mike Young,
plus several alumni wrestlers will try to gel
thdr ..old form back together this Friday
.when they match experience and age
against the current Bronco squad in the
annual Alumni . match, at 5:00 p.m. in
Bronco Gym.
The match will .precede the Boise
State-St. Mary'sbasketball 'game and
should be exciting and interesting.
In an earlier tournament in Logan, Utah,
the grapplers placed fifth in a .tough
Beehive Invitational.
Three Bronco wrestlers placed in the top
four, including Kevin Wood's victory in the
I77-pound weight class. Wood defeated his
opponent from. San Jose State with a 10-2
decision.
Meanwhile, Scott Barrett worked his way
up. to', the championship match, but wl!S
pinned by Chris Taylor of BYUin the
second round in the l26-pound class.
John Bauman finished fourth when he
lost a decision to 190-pounder Robert.
Steele of Brigham Young 12-8.
BYU shared honors in the tourney when
they amassed 64 3/4 points along-with San'
Jl)Se State.·· Utah Slate finished close
behind in third place with 61 3/4, Northern
'Colorado was fourth with 30l/4,follcwed
bv BSUwith24, Weber State with 20 1/2,.
LiNl.Va point behind them, and closing the
field \\;as Idaho State, scoring I L
December
18: Women's Basketball; BSU at Idaho
.:Stafe(7:30 p.m.) .
Wrestling; Alumni Match,Bronco
Gym (5:00 p.m.)
Men's Basketb;l1l; BSU ys. St. Mary's,
. BroncO Gym(7:30p~m.)
Women:sBasketball;BSU at Utah
. State (8:30 p.m.), .
Men's Bas}{,etball;.BSU .vs. Gonzaga;
. Bronco Gym (7:30 p.i'n.f .
.Football;.ldaho· .. State·. vs.· .Eastern .
Kentucky in' DivlsionI·AA Finals,.
Wichita.FaIls, Texas
League Tournament
Aliens 46, Divers 42
Silver Bullets 70,Sig Eps #1 65
Generics 51, High Five 40
Banzai 57, Hillside 50
Semifinals
Bullets 2, Aliens 0 (forfeit)
Generics 53, Banzai 48
Finals·
Generics 70, Bullets 64
The Champs - Generics
Men Prepare VoIleyball
Women's Champs - COllege
Men's Champs -PlumHollow
. Badminton
Mixed Doubles champs - Georgia Lewis
and Stephanus Stenosu
Women's Champ - RhondaSprague
For Weekend Duo
The Boise State men's basketball team
will host St. Mary's Collegeand Gonzaga
University this Friday and Saturday in
Bronco Gym. Tipoff for both contests will
beat 7:30 p.rn; '
St. Mary's leads the series with Boise 1-0,
last played in 1979, and also returns eight
lettermen..': . .' .
Gonzaga meanwhile, has seven retur'ning
lettermen, but is losing the series 8-11.
Boise State hosted U.S. international
Monday night, but results could not be
obtained by press time. .
BSU iscurrelltly3-4 on the seasOn,after-
wins at home against Northwest Nazarene
on Saturday and L.ewis-Chlrk State 011
Friday. '. .'. ...••......• '. .' .'.'". '.'
The Broncos'llveraged 100 poinisinllOth
games;. when they scored 98 against tlie
Crusader's71iand surpassec! '.thecentuiy
ltI~rk ~riday night 'Yhen they amassed 102.
against the Warriors J7. ' . . .
!. '.,' ~ < .. - ,:' - .- ' .. ' '. .' ~'.
SportsCalendar
The Abortion
Dilemma:'
Part II
• Continued/rem page 5
"-h,
"
misunderstanding of science,' according to
the petition signed by 1283 scientists,
including '147 faculty members and six
Nobel laureates. "
"The petition states that 'sciencecanriot
define the moment' at which 'actual human
life' begins. The signers also deplored
Congress' attempt to undermine what the)'
said are reproductive rights of women
guaranteed by the Supreme Court," the
article continued.
A new group called Harvard Scientists
for Reproductive Health wrote the petition. '
In an editorial in the July 17th issue of
Science, Brian G.zack, from Rutgers
Medical School, stated, that the, person-
hood issue "indicates a misunderstanding
of the appropriate roles of science and
jurisprudence. To ask science to define
human life in scientific terms for use by the
law in moral ter-ms is a travesty of both
honorable traditions." , ,
Although the Reagan administration has
not specifically commented on the bill there
seems to be considerable support on
Capitol-Hill for illegalizing abortion. '
At a November right to life conference
called Unity '81 Morton Blackwell, a White,
House staff member delivered amessage to
the group from President Reagan that said,
"I look forward to one of these
(anti-abortion bills) reaching my desk for
signing," statedan article in the November
25th issue of The Village Voice.
Neutral?
I
I
Ii
,',
The age requirement was finally,
amended as a rider on HR3982, the Budget
Reconciliation Act, at which point Reagan
was able to,appoint Koop.surgeon general.
The April 24th issue of Science, said that
Koop "won high praises for his surgical
skills but even the American Public Health
Association, which has never protested a
candidate for surgeon general in its 100
year history, found Koopunsuitablefor the
, job."
Effects
BS.upresents "All My Sons, .. one of three one-ads performed at H. Q. Park~nharkner's
Restaurant on Friday, December 18 and Saturday, December 19 a/8:15pm. Pictured here
are Scott McBeth, Luise Mills and Chris Owens. Photo by Steve Milaskey. ,
The social and medical effects of
illegalized abortion will cause significant
change in many areas according to a May'
8th article in Science.
It claims an HLA will spell the end to. in, -
vitro fertilization and would cut back on
related research. With an HLA in effect
only eggs destined for successful implanta-
tion could be fertilized outside the womb.
"Since that occurs with only 2 to 5 percent
of such eggs, .the whole procedure would
have to be abandoned," stated Science.
Amniocentesis, genetic, screening,
"would probably be abandoned except for
cases where fetal disorders can be treated in
utero."
Rabbi Brickner of RCAR said, "This is a
most serious matter since Jewish women
are particularly subject to Tay-Sachs
disease. a genetic disease fatal to infants,"
Certain birthcontrol methods known to
act as abortifacients could be made illegal.
,IUD's, and "all forms of 'oral contracep-
tives that prevent implantation of the
, embryo. These contraceptives are now used
by millions of American women, " said the
Planned Parenthood Association ofIdaho,
, Inc. '
"The American Civil Liberties Union
foresees 'fetal guardians' setting themselves
up to protect the rights of the ilnborn(as
has actually happened in Texas)," states
Science.
The death rate from abortion might once
again rise. Science says that "Averaging
222 a year in 1963 to 1967, they have been
reduced to, a small handful since 1973."
Referring to statistics that made the
Department of Health and Human Services
uneasy Science related, "that the abortion
rate has not increased since its legalization
-- that legal abortions have merely
substituted for, previously illegal ones.
This indicates that the percentage of deaths
from illegal abortions will rise again if the
procedure is outlawed."
"The doctor-patient relationship would
be completely altered, with doctors fearing
criminal prosecution if any medical
treatment to a mother endangers the fetus,
as it might in treatments for cancer, kidney
disease, diabetes hypertension, and other
disorders."
Among economic costs Science said these
"would include the cost of caring for
botched abortion attempts, prenatal care,
deliverY,and welfare costs for unwanted
children, notto mention' long-term societal
cost for increasing thevnumber of
disadvantaged, alienated or non-self
sufficient people in the country." '
New York City claims to have saved $50
million a year in health costs from legalized
abortion. "
PumpingBunker Hill
Pro choice proponents, among others,
think that Reagan's appointment of Dr. C.
Everett Koop as surgeon general of the
United States is a flagrant example: of the
cards being stacked agaitist' them." ,
In a June 12th issue of Science writer M.
Sun wrote' that Assistant Secretary of
Health Edward N. Brandt, Jr. "seemed to
try to allay fears that Koop's outspoken
opposition to abortion, homosexuality, and,
women's rights will spill over into the
formation of public health policy ... Histor-
ically, however, surgeon generals have been
significant in shaping public health
policy." Aside from that, Koop has no
experience in the public health field, having
worked only privately as a pediatric
surgeon.
According to a Religious Coalition for
Abortion Rights' (RCAR) newsletter "Dr.
Koop is a fundamentalist lay theologian,
well known for his .narrative role in the
anti-abortion film, 'What Ever Happened
to the Human Race?' This film contends
that a society which 'devalues life' by
permitting women to choose abortion is an
irreversible path to active euthanasia and
holocaust. "
The newsletter continues, "Koop has
described amniocentesis, the .test which
permits pre-natal diagnosis of many of the
most severe birth defects.asa 'search and
destroy mission.' In, addition, he .has
characterized the pro-choice statements of Women's Role
most mainline Protestant denominations as
'illustrating their superficial theology, lack' ' "Labor organizations are also deeply
of morality and insensitivity to the eventual concerned that the raised status of a fetus
reward o( their depravity.'" could be used as an excuse to keep pregnant
Koop is entitled to his opinion, but many women out of physically demanding but
question the placement of such a higher paying jobs," states Science.
controversial person in the position of "Ono spokeswoman described the strategy
surgeon"general. as one to 'maintain women asa marginal,
A requirement stalling Koop's appoint" , .expendable work force,' " it, contmued; ,
ment was a regulation 'stating that '. the Feminists feel that the eradication of,
surgooDgeneral had to be a member of the hard-fought women's rights might be'the
NiltionalHealth Services Corps (NHSC), most ominous threat of all-that women
which requires that members bfi underage may further become pawns of the system, a
64~ Koop's'64thbirthday took place on system dominated by maleS. '
I ,October '16, 1'980, so Congress had to Dierdre English, inher article "The War
ichan'ge, the age· requirement for NHSC Against Choice" in the FebruarilMarch
I memberS; if Reagan was intent on 1981 issue of Mother Jones-; commented on
" appointing Koop., the antifeminist-right .to life wqman's
Senator Jesse Helms initiated'the move fervent support of thatwhichwill eliminate-
withllR31, Ii non.germane amendment her own right to choose.
i riding orithe Cash Disco\1nt Act; . "The antifeminist wo~n is right about
According to the ReAR new$letter, one fundamental thing: theather woman's
, ~Helms'; claimed' the "amendment wasrighttohave an abortion does affect her,",
'noncontroversial and that he was proposing - says English,'" It dO,es, something very
.... itatthe·requestoftheAdministration.Theshnple and to many women, yery
amendment ,was passed pyavoice vote." upsetting: it takes away their ability not to
,If Was later foundthaV"the Helms' choose.", " ,
A1nendfffent was neither noncontroversial Ironically, the Human Life' Amendment
nor' offered atthere,quest of the that will deny a woman the right to choose;
Administration; "statedthe newsletter. will be "decided on by a government.;
The alnl&dment'was.alslj.defeCtivebeeause,. ,dominated by ma,Ies. "
it req~,.;,:."thea. p'l~~. m,'~,nt,',!?! a 'SU!geon
General!oyer 64ydli: of age~ " '
by Meg Feredav
"There ought not to be dancing in the
streets," said Dale Lavigne, chairman of
the Silver Vally Economic TaskForce in an
article appearing in the Idaho States-man,
just because a buyer for the Bunker Hill
Co., may have been found.
If three Idaho businessmen can convince
investors to back them, in an option to
purchase the company fromOulf Re-
, sources and Chemical Corp., the prayers of,
people in the Silver Valley wilf perhaps have
been answered.
The entreprenuering businessmen, Harry
F. Magnuson of Wallace, Duane Hagadone
of Coeur d'Alene and J. William Pfeiffer,
a California man originally from Wallace,
have 20 days to come up with a financial
crash plan for the mining and smeltering
outfit in northern Idaho. The plan must be
able to deal with the projected 1982 loss of
$40 million coming from the plant, and
tum it around to $10 million. }f that can be
accomplished, the three millionaires will try
to convince investors to put up the
necessary money to purchase and operate
the company.
Governor John Evans greeted the buy
plan with great relief, commenting that the
Silver Valley Economic Task Force, which
played a great role in the search for a buyer, ~
was complimented by the investors as/
having done a good job, of looking for
ways to save the smelter and mining outfit.
The, option purchase plan called for
News ..Real
investors to pay $30 million upon
purchase, $10 million at the end of the year
and, $\0 million after five years,
Magnuson said. '
In addition, he said Gulf would receive a
total of$15 million from any future profits,
starting . in the fifth year of the' new
ownership and continuing for five years. '
Hagadone and Magnuson said they will
ask Bunker Hill workers to approve cuts in
wages and 'benefits. 'A specific proposal,
should be ready within the week, Hagadone
said.
Meanwhile, the company will continue
'its shutdown procedures. Bunker Hill
spokesman, Gerald Turnbow, .said the
option agreement would have no effect on
the shutdown plans, and should the propsal
not go .through, the plant will close as
scheduled. '
Last month, Gulf Resources began a
shutdown of the facilities and the smelter
has stopped receiving ore concentrates.
Officials.isaid the smelter will soon be
closed but mining will. continue until March
or April.
Bunker Hill employed 2,100 people, all
of whom are facing layoffs if the plant is
not sold-even if the plant, is purchased
many workers will be laid off in efforts to
cut costs of operation,
Already 600 workers have been laid off'
and 400 more arc scheduled to be let go by ,
the end of this month.
Part II
BootCamps
The Army is looking for a few good
video-game players. While electronic
games have been gaining popularity among
young people, they'vepicked up support in
the Pentagon, as training devices for future
tank gunners and pilots. The Army has
alreadymodified the popular ,"Battlezone"
gameto train tank personnel, and officials
are working on military versions of
"MiSsile Command, ',' "AmbuSh," and
"Red Baron; " Steven Cox at the Army
Trairiing Support center says the video
sanies are cheaper than buying expensive
supplies for field training,and they appeal
, to young recruits; ,"Everyone grew up ., ,
watching TV, "Cox says, "and the Annyis
just responding ,to that. "SJudent PreSs
Service;/IlovemberJ6. ' '
Wealthy Princess '
, Women are showing surprising financial·'
. muscle in Saudi Arabia, one of the most
• male,dorninated countries inthe world.
Moslem allows femalehCirs to Saudi oil "
fort~es to keep what they'hlherit, while'
" males ilreexpected to share their wealth
with their, mothers, unmarried sisters and
other family members: Asa result, analysts
. say,;women have'gained control of huge
, fortiines, inclucling half o fall property in
, Jeddah,the Saudi commercial and ,.,
diploIl\aticcenter "and a quarter ofallthe
-property in the caphal city of Riyadh." '
Sunday Times o/London/November 22; ,
Punk Prisoners
;
Municipal workers in Illinois will look
like one big punk rock band, if Phillip
Weller has his way. Weber, a Republican
analyst at theUlinois Legislature, wants to '
give municipal jobs to prisoners, and to
make sure everybody knows they're
prisoners, he wants to shave their heads and
dress them in day-glo orange uniforms.
That's only one of Weber's ideas about
, what to do with Illinois' bad guys: he's also
suggested prisoners serve their terms in
drug-induced comas, so they won't hurt
anybody while they're locked up. Playboy
Magazine,Jariullry1981; •
~eat Po,wer
, •The Virginia Electric and Power
'Company, one of th1=strongestboosters of
miclea:powera few years ago, is '.10W
considering harnessing the wind or.eveli
burning ~t as a way t1)meet the electrical,'
demandofthe1990S~Theutility, ,.'
popularly known as "VEPCO," has beat a
,quick r,etrearfrom the atomic age,
'I ,cancelli!lgconst,ru~i()no~t~eenuclear ,
,generatmg plants andsellmg Itsshare in
two others; Now, company president '
William BerrY says it will conduct an
"unbiased search for. the lowest~cost option,
or options" in alternative power sources
,forthe next decl\de. ,,'In,dpillg so, the
RichIllond.based utilitYwill be folloWing ,
the lead of SouthernCalifornia EdiSo!1, .' ,
',which has pledged to extractone.:~hird of· its '
powerfromren~wable ~ources Ulcethesun
,and Win~ py,1990, Washington Post,
.NovelJlber 12;" '
]
Phoebe&:thePigeon People, by Jay Lynch &Gary Whitney
by brian bechtelfeathers
0.. .-- .....1lIolL.A.T-.s,.o.,I _
"II's Hawkins., I think he's cracking."
Planned Parenthood "
Association of Idaho, Inc.,.214.E.
Jefferson, Boise, Id 83702
345·0760::
. Religious Coalition for
Abortlon,Rights, 100Maryland
Avenue, N.E. Washington, D.C.
20002, 202-543-7032.
Write to thefol1f:~win~s;nat~~s
and representatives to let them
know if you oppose or support
any proposed legislation that would
prohibitor restrict abortion:
SenatofJames McClure,
United States Senate,
.Washington;D.C. 20510.
Senator Steve Symms, United
States Senate,Washington, D.C.
20510. ....,. ,
'RepresentatlveGeorgeHan~n,
House of Representativ~s,
. Washington, I);C;20515.
Representative Lllrr)rCralg,
Houseof Representatives;
Washington, D.C. 20515.
IL.----
This week the Boise Primer
lists names, addresses, and phone
numbers of organizations either
supporting or opposing the
abortion legislation.
Congressional action on the
proposed Human Life
Amendments (HLAs) is expected
to take place in early 1982. Write
to these organizations for
information and to Idaho's
senators and representatives.for
your support or opposition of the
HLA's.
Nurses for Life, Southern
Illinois, Inc., P.O:Box 507,
Belleville, II. 62222.
. .ltellgiou5 Right to Life
Committee, National Press Bldg.,
52914tl1 St. N.W. Washington,
'D.C., 20045, 202·638-4396.
The /ollowing organizations
Support pro choice: . .
The Abortion Fund, c/o D.C.
National Bank, 1801 K. Street,
N.W., Suite 200, Washington
D.C, 20006.
National O..ganlzatlon of
Women, P.O. Box 1255, Boise, Id
83701. '. '.
National Organization of .
Women, 425 13th Street,N.W.,
Suite 1048Washington, O;C.20004. .
The/allowing organizations
support right to life:
National COmmittee for a
Human Life Amendment, Inc,,
, 1707 L. Street N;W., Suite 400;
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-785-8061.
. Natlon81 Right to Life
·Committee, Inc., Suite 402,
419-7.th St. N.W.·, Washington,
D.C. 20004,202~638-4650;
So this was where I was to finally meet Bud Rowdy
again. "The Mountain" was of course Mount
Killamonganja, the highest peak on the island.
Rising high above anything else in sight, it is covered
with mango, banana palms, 'and occasional patches of
carefully tended herbs.-
Many people go wandering up the mountain in
search' of this herb. Many of them never return.
Ahmed brought our rented Landrover to an abrupt
halt. This was where the road ended. It was time for
some footwork. We each grabbed a canteen and a
machete as we hopped out. .
There were several footpaths that branched 'out
from the end of the road, each climbing a separate way
up the winding side of the mountain.' We had no idea
which trail to take.
I decided to trustour fate to karmic destiny. Not
that I'm into that kind of crap--I just didn't know
what else to do. We started up one of the trails.
*.* ••••••••••••••••• *.~ .
Maybe we should have gotten an earlier start. Or
takena different trail. Or just stayed home. But the
trail was rougher than we had figured, and at dusk we
had yet to reach the summit.
Ahmed and the Bubu were lagging behind,
whimpering about their cheap hiking boots. They
must have stopped altogether, because after awhile I
couldn't even hear their voices." '
I finally made it to the summit, just as a ful1 moon
rose above me. I couldsee for milesfrom.the top of
the mountain. Below me were the scattered lights of
the city. All around me, stars shone with an intensity
I'd never noticed before. '
................... ~.....,.................•...
A single human form, silhouetted against the night
sky, stood at the summit of the mountain. The gentle
breeze steadily increased to a violent wind, throwing
trees around like pick-upsticks. ,
Several of the most intense stars joined together,
forming an intense glow that gradually engulfed the
human.
- He, felt a strange, warm sensation--as if the very
molecules of his body were being pulled apart. He
realized that he was no longer standing on the ground,
and felt a powerful freedom he had never known
before ..
Just as suddenly as it had arrived, the bright star
drifted away, carrying the human in 'its stardust ..
,Laughter rang from the ridgetop of Mount
Killamonganja, echoing .down the canyons to the city
below. It was the laughter, of a Buddha.
Classified
Boise L-5new chapter forming. Strives to promote the
colonization and development of space, as a solution
for national and international problems. Info.
377~2729.
Wanted: temporary job. for student exp.rwaiter,
pizza cook, yard work, 35mm BW, painting,
videocamera.' Call Jeff 375-7891.
Only you can buy BiU Vaun records!-:'ZChoblites of
M31. -
Dear Shawna,
I love you" and I hope you have a' wonderful
Christmas!!!
.Love, John
,
For Sale: Blue' couch, two gold chairs, blue
open-weave drapes, 144.x 84. Blue 9 x 12 rug. Ladles
long gowns, coat and ski suit. 'Boys bikes, re-built.
Kids games, like new.CalI385~1464 til1:00 pm,then
376-8168. - '," , ".-' , ';
BSU Semester Credit in Europe.' Spring Term begins
in. March. Scholarships available. Inquire' LA212,
385-3508. ' .
.' . , ,. .
Double mattress for salejgood condition$40. Call
336-9260. ,'".. .
for Sale: .Brand new; never usedDurstC65 Color
Enlarget. Completewith.35~75mm carriers, .50mm
lens. Call 345-7478 evenings. .
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Dec. 7-18
Casn
Paid
for
Your
~oo
,.,
Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m .-5 p .TIl-.
Sat ..
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
~r .. ~ M~~ _ .. __ ~. ~ • ..,_ ~ __ • "'". .. .~ -. ~--.' .. . .
When you sell your books you will
receive a coupon worth 10% .
.off any non -text purchases
.'at The Boo.kstore.'
"Offer'~ood through Dec. 18. 1981
. .
lFiE ·BooKSTORE
JuuBoise State University
S!udenl' UnionBuUding .
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